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Accumyn provides independent, objective and 
insightful expert services to the legal profession, 
businesses, governmental entities, and individuals. 

In bankruptcy cases, we assist debtors or creditors in 
evaluating key valuation issues such as:

• Debtor Solvency

• Fraudulent transfer

• Sufficiency of equity cushion for creditors

• Adequacy of protection of creditor interests

• Feasibility of reorganization plan 

FIRM OVERVIEW
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OUR CREDENTIALS

 Over 50 highly credentialed and seasoned professionals, providing 
strategic advisory services, independent analysis, and expert testimony.

 Diverse practice area scope:

 Experience to produce results:

Big Four accounting firm audit, tax, and business advisory experience

Executive management experience in varied industries, including, Insurance, Banking, Oil & 
Gas, Exploration and Production,  Midstream, Refinery & Petrochemicals, Engineering & 
Construction, Terminaling,  Rail Services , Real Estate,  Machinery and Equipment       

Extensive expert testimony experience in all forums

Financial and Economic Damages  

Valuation Services 

Transaction Advisory Services 

Litigation Technology 

Forensic Accounting Energy Economics 

Digital Forensics and E-Discovery Intellectual Property 

Corporate Turnaround & Restructuring Capital Project Management 

Insurance and Risk Management Interim Management 

Bankruptcy Administration Services 

 

Petroleum & Chemicals 

 

Certified Public Accountants (CPA) Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) 
Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) Accredited Senior Appraisers (ASA) 
Certified Valuation Analysts (CVA) Certified Computer Examiner (CCE) 
Professional Engineers (PE) EnCase Certified Examiner (EnCE) 
Certified Fraud Examiners (CFE) Ph.D. Economists  
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WHY US?

• Leadership and Depth of Knowledge

Accumyn’s professionals, including executives with years of
hands-on experience in operations, engineering and construction,
management, accounting, finance, valuation and economics,
provide seamless and complimentary services within any
engagement. Our experts are connected industry-wide, extending
our reach to satisfy a client’s needs.

• Solutions and Value

Our breadth of services, including valuation, transaction advisory,
dispute analysis, and corporate rescue, present opportunities to
develop credible, executable solutions of maximum value. Our
experts employ fact-based technical and financial methodologies
built upon a proven track record in complex, high profile situations.
In-house technology resources, support systems and team
members promoting efficiency add value to our engagements.

• Speed of Execution and Proactive Approach

Our professionals focus on delivering rapid results and credible
plans with achievable milestones; coordinating short, medium and
long-term objectives.
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BREADTH AND DEPTH OF EXPERIENCE

Our experts provide comprehensive management consulting services in energy 

issues enhanced by Accumyn’s unique assemblage of professionals in operations 

management, engineering and construction, accounting, finance, and economics.  

Areas where we can add value include: 

• Asset valuations and economics

• Oil & gas production analysis and 
valuations

• Refining & petrochemical operations

• Business interruption claims

• Facility operations analysis

• Feasibility and risk analysis

• Tax auditing and forensic accounting

• Transfer pricing

• Contract negotiations and interpretation

• Contract compliance and administration

• Insurance claim services 

• Corporate restructuring

• Engineering and construction management
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Our professionals have extensive experience providing expert testimony, serving in executive 

positions in industry, and leading complex accounting, economic, valuation and financial 

advisory/restructuring assignments.

 Forensic Accounting  Accounting Irregularities and SEC Issues  

 Accountant’s Liability Malpractice   Valuation  

 GAAS and GAAP Standards   Fraudulent Activities 

 Banking and Financial Institutions  Appointment of a Bankruptcy Trustee 

 Anti-Trust  Damages and Lost Profits 

 Insurance Claims  Mergers and Acquisitions 

 Post-Acquisition Adjustments  Cause of Company Failure or Distress 

 Contract Disputes  Regulatory Pricing Disputes 

 Impact of Government Regulations  Solvency and Insolvency 

 Preferences and Price Fixing  Reorganization Plan Feasibility 

 Disclosure Statements  Company Viability  

 Construction and Engineering Disciplines  Standard Industry Business Practice 

 Misappropriation of Trade Secrets  E-Discovery and Complex Litigation 

 Upstream, Midstream and Downstream 
Energy Issues 

 Preparation of U.S. Tax Filings related to 
Foreign Transactions and Ownership 

 Transfer Pricing Transactions and 
Valuations 

 Patent, Trademark and Copyright 
Infringement 

 Classification of Taxpayers, Choice of 
Entity and “Check the Box” Planning 

 U.S. Taxation of Business and Non-
Business Income of Foreign Persons 
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SELECTED BIOGRAPHIES
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Professional Biographies

Dr. Watson serves as Adjunct Professor of Finance at the Jesse H. Jones School of

Business at Rice University where he teaches Security and Asset Valuation. His class

incorporates financial theory with case studies of asset pricing in the presence of

incomplete information, market illiquidity, differing claims on cash flows, degree of

control, and other complexities. His expert witness services include domestic and

international exploration and production, oilfield services, pipeline and rail transportation,

and chemicals. Dr. Watson was co-founder and chief investment officer of Capstone

Asset Management Company, and Chairman of Tenneco Financial Services.

Dan Watson, Ph.D. – Energy Finance, Valuation and Econometrics

Luigi Calabrese, ASA, CFE, CVA – Valuation & Economic Damages
Mr. Calabrese has been retained to provide expert witness services on the topic of

economic damages in matters involving allegations of fraud, breach of fiduciary duty,

breach of contract, securities fraud, fraudulent conveyance, misrepresentation,

business interference, business interruption, infringement of intellectual property,

personal injury, wrongful death, and wrongful termination. He lectures at Rice

University’s Jones Graduate School of Business on the topic of business valuation,

and he is a Corporate Fellow instructor in the Davies College of Business at University

of Houston Downtown. Outside litigation, he has been retained to perform business

valuations, solvency/insolvency analysis and other ad-hoc financial and economic

analysis.

Mr. Bayley is the Founder of Accumyn and serves as its President. He has served public

and private businesses, governmental entities, and law firms with economic consulting,

financial analysis, forensic accounting, and auditing services for over 30 years. A primary

focus of his practice is lost profits and economic damage claims analysis, financial fraud

investigations, and forensic accounting examinations. He has prepared expert reports and

provided expert testimony in hundreds of matters related to financial and economic claims,

accounting disputes, and valuation issues.

Scott A. Bayley, CPA/ABV, CVA, CFE – Economic Damages, Forensic   

Accounting & Valuation
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Professional Biographies

Drew Hunger, PE – Upstream Development and Decommissioning 
Mr. Hunger has more than 35 years of technical experience, both onshore and offshore,

with facility construction, operations, production, well intervention, midstream (NGL, CO2,

pipeline, compression) and decommissioning. His experience spans working for a U.S.

major, a U.K. major, a U.S. major independent, and a small service/production company.

He has extensive experience decommissioning oil and gas wells, plugging over 1,200

wells and reefing or removing over 250 platforms, including vertical, deviated, horizontal,

H2S, HPHT, and subsea structures.

Mr. Hite has extensive expert testimony experience related to reservoir engineering, the

estimation of reserves and corresponding production profile and cash flow forecasts.

His services include reserve reports, fair market value opinions, merger and acquisition

cash flow projections for divestiture packages and/or entire companies, estate

valuations and bank financing. He has assisted mineral interest owners and production

companies, monitoring drilling and production operations, auditing royalty payments,

making projections of future royalty payments and negotiating amendments to existing

leases. He also assists clients with natural gas storage facilities, providing inventory

verification, reservoir simulation, operational audits, downhole diagnostics, withdrawal

and injectivity testing.`

George Hite, PE – Reservoir Engineering and Reserve Estimates

Mr. Burman provides expert consulting services to industry users in areas of oil and gas

development projects. His formal training is in mining and petroleum engineering, and

his more than thirty years of experience has focused on project management,

communication, leadership, team building and engineering skills in world class

deepwater, shelf, and land oil and gas development projects. He has an extensive

background in petroleum and mining engineering that encompasses reservoir,

production, drilling, completion, intervention and facility operations, and mine survey,

transport and environmental operations.

John W. (Jack) Burman, PE – Upstream Development 
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Professional Biographies

Jonathan Parry – Upstream Drilling, Completion and Production
Mr. Parry has twenty years’ experience working with IOC’s, NOC’s and Independents. As a

Principal Engineer he has participated in major capital projects in North and South

America, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. At ConocoPhillips he provided oversight to

Latin America, Africa, Middle East, Caspian and Russian well operations, and contributed

to their new ventures and farm-in activities. Mr. Parry defined appropriate standards and

processes to manage corporate risk and enhance value. He specializes in the drilling,

completion and production of complex wells. Widely published in natural gas market

regional studies and commercialization.

Mark Drummond – Deepwater Well Construction

Mr. Drummond is an experienced exploration and production professional with expertise

in well construction projects in the deepwater and Shelf areas of the Gulf of Mexico. He

has managed the development and implementation of systematic processes associated

with Wells Performance Management, including the reporting and performance analyses

of well construction operational activities.

Stephen B. Traicoff – Energy Trading, Risk Management, Financing

Mr. Traicoff, a chemical engineer, has over thirty years of experience in the energy sector

focusing primarily in the areas of energy trading, risk management, and structured finance.

His background includes capital project financing, investment banking, and structured

finance in energy-intensive industries such as refining, petrochemicals, pulp and paper,

and primary metals. Commodities traded include refined products, petrochemicals, and

residual fuels. He has originated, structured, and closed transactions in the natural gas

and power industry sectors.
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Professional Biographies

Dr. Grullon is a Professor of Finance at the Jesse H. Jones School of Business at Rice

University. He has published his work in several academic journals, including the Journal

of Finance, the Review of Financial Studies, the Journal of Business, and the Journal of

Financial and Quantitative Analysis. He is an expert in several areas of corporate finance,

including corporate investment, corporate financing, payout policy, business valuation, real

options valuation, and mergers and acquisitions, and has provided consulting services to

several Fortune 500 companies.

Gustavo Grullon, Ph.D. – Corporate Finance

Brian J. Lidsky, MBA – Upstream Restructuring and Economics
Mr. Lidsky is a veteran oil and gas transaction expert with exceptional experience in all

phases of drilling operations and formation evaluation. He began as a field geologist for

an international services company, and then co-founded an E&P company. Since 2005 he

has served the upstream oil & gas sector with expert services in litigation and bankruptcy

proceedings, bankruptcy 363 sales, financial restructuring, valuation, management

consulting, strategic planning, performance benchmarking, and fundamental analysis. His

experience over several industry cycles provides sound judgment and ability to focus on

the "big picture”.

Mr. Brasseux consults and provides litigation support for claims and disputes arising on

construction and capital projects involving exploration and production. He has more

than thirty-five years of technical, supervisory, and managerial experience in drilling

engineering, special projects engineering, and operations engineering with British

Petroleum and Amoco, providing him with exceptional prerequisites to professionally

address almost any aspect of upstream oil and gas exploration and production. He

holds a degree in ocean engineering.

Guy R. Brasseux, PE – Drilling and Well Construction
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Professional Biographies

Ernie Killingsworth ASA – Aviation Industry Valuation

Mr. Killingsworth serves as an aviation industry valuation expert at Accumyn Consulting

and is the founder and owner of Killingsworth Aircraft Valuation Service, LLC. He has

completed numerous appraisals and diminution of value reports on propeller aircraft, jet

aircraft, helicopters and aviation related support equipment for several of the world’s

largest finance and leasing companies. He also provides these professional services in

connection with financial reorganization and dispute matters, preparing expert reports and

providing expert testimony.

David Millican - Petroleum and Maritime Shipping Industries
Mr. Millican has over 30 years of energy related experience focusing primarily in the

areas of petroleum and maritime shipping industries. He has brokered heavy petroleum

products and refinery feed stocks transactions in the United States, Canada, Caribbean

and Europe through a company he founded. Mr. Millican has also acted as a Maritime

Arbitrator in cases involving product quality, charter parties, cargo contamination,

contractual disputes, industry commercial practices, equipment damages and taxation.

He also has experience negotiating equipment supply and construction contracts.

Daniel E. Eagan - Rail Transportation and Trucking
Mr. Eagan consults and provides expert services related to rail transportation and

trucking industries. He has almost 50 years experience, most recently, as the V.P. of

Marketing & Sales for a group of three short line railroads. In 1997 he began his rail

transportation career at American Rock Salt Company, responsible for all transportation-

related segments. He established and maintained ARSC’s distribution network and

transload facilities and oversaw the specifications, construction, and delivery of a new

railcar fleet. He has work closely with the upstream oil & gas sector, including frac sand

suppliers and completion companies, establishing distribution terminals located on rail

lines as well as in securing contractors to operate them.
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Professional Biographies

Michael A. Taube – Instrumentation and Control -Energy Construction
Mr. Taube has over twenty years of experience in energy industry construction and

operations support involving hydrocarbon processes, primarily in areas of

instrumentation and control. He has worked globally for oil & gas, refining and

petrochemical companies, and served as an expert in chemical plant litigation. He is

proficient in steady state and dynamic modeling and project management. Mr. Taube

has led accident and unusual happening investigations, management of change efforts,

and he is skilled in HAZOP analysis. He holds a degree in chemical engineering.

Ms. Andrews is an experienced exploration and production professional with expertise in

domestic and international new ventures, acquisitions and divestitures, and exploration

and drilling operations. Areas of specific expertise include reservoir evaluation, analysis

of petroleum systems and exploration and development risk, resource assessment, and

seismic and stratigraphic interpretation. She has managed a wide range of global

conventional and unconventional energy projects and consulting engagements. Ms.

Milne has a master’s degree in geology and is a state certified professional geoscientist

and certified petroleum geologist.

Bonnie Milne-Andrews – E&P Transactions, Exploration and Drilling

Geoff Chambers – Hydrocarbon Process Engineering and Design
Mr. Chambers is a chemical engineer with an outstanding level of hands-on experience

in project management, process engineering and design, and plant operations gained at

global engineering and construction contracting and process technology firms in the

hydrocarbon processing industry. He provides expert input to any facet of chemical

processes arising on engagements in the refining or petrochemical sectors. His

background includes positions as a nationally chartered engineer in the UK and

department head and project manager at major EPC contracting firms in the US. He has

a Bachelor of Technology and an MSC degree in chemical engineering.
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Professional Biographies

Carl M. Oland – EPC Project Quality Control

Mr. Oland consults and provides expert litigation support services in quality assurance

and quality control of EPC projects. He has over thirty years of management experience

in the profession, supporting engineering and construction of domestic and international

power, refining, petrochemical and manufacturing facilities. His extensive background

includes developing, managing, implementing, and initiating improvement initiatives

based on oversight and assessments of quality management systems for multiple

organizations, focusing on competency of personnel responsible for implementation,

their performance, and the effectiveness of results.

Michael Clarkson, ASA – Oil & Gas Machinery and Asset Valuation

Mr. Clarkson specializes in the valuation of technological and industrial assets. He has

specialized in Machinery and Equipment (M&E), Marine Survey, Public Utilities,

Industrials, Computers and High-Tech Personal Property, Aircraft, and Cost Surveys,

among others. Mr. Clarkson has performed appraisals on thousands of (upstream)

energy drilling rigs, billions of dollars’ worth of (midstream) pipeline systems, and

hundreds of (downstream) oil refineries, chemical plants and production facilities.

Mr. McReynolds is an expert in construction defect analysis. He has more than twenty-

five years of hands-on, technical, managerial and executive experience in home building,

remodeling, and property claims adjusting. His background includes principle positions in

custom home and remodeling companies and he has provided home building consulting

and subrogation and liability mitigation support as a construction expert. His primary focus

involves serving clients and counsel in support of litigation, arbitration and mediation of

matters involving construction disputes in single and multi-unit residential and commercial

business sectors.

John McReynolds, CLFLC, GMB, CGR - Construction Defect Analysis
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Professional Biographies

Mr. Welch has been involved in the banking and savings institutions industry since 1978,

has held senior management positions with several financial institutions, and has been an

independent consultant to the banking industry since 1987. Consulting and litigation support

services by Mr. Welch have included expert testimony in matters involving banks and

financial institutions, calculation of damages, forensic accounting, and accounting

malpractice related to bank audits.

William R. Welch, CPA – Banking and Saving  Institutions

Mr. Stroman has over 32 years of experience in the insurance industry. Currently serving

as an industry consultant, he assists insurance purchasers, insurance companies and

agents, and their attorneys, accountants and other industry advisors with claims

consulting, underwriting practices, standard of care, and other technical assistance. Mr.

Stroman has been an active participant in the Texas and Houston Association of

Insurance Agents since 1985, serving as President, on the Board of Directors, and as

Chairman or Co-Chair of numerous committees.

R. Michael Stroman- Insurance Industry, Underwriting and Brokerage

Franklin L. Flato, MAI – Real Property Appraisal  
Mr. Flato’s experience includes expert testimony, right-of-way valuation, investment

counseling, and traditional commercial real estate appraisal. He has analyzed an

extensive range of properties including industrial properties, such as warehouses and

manufacturing plants; special purpose retail to regional malls; office buildings;

maquiladora plants, vacant development tracts; commercial sites, rural land, ranches,

farms; apartment complexes; residential and commercial subdivisions; aircraft related

buildings; automobile dealerships; hotels; recreational theme parks; golf courses and

country clubs; marinas, and other types of properties on both an “as-is” and prospective

“as-proposed” basis.
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REPRESENTATIVE ENGAGEMENTS
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Corporate Turnaround / Restructuring 

Developed a comprehensive financial 
model of seismic company’s E&P 
operations and worked closely with the 
secured creditor group on its 
restructuring, viability, and feasibility 
plan in exiting its bankruptcy.

Project resulted in a successful 
packaging and sale of the E&P projects 
and full recovery to the benefit of the 
creditors.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Served as financial advisor to the 
secured lending group for a leading 
provider of seismic data and related 
geophysical expertise to the 
petroleum industry.

Retained as 

Financial 

Advisor
for

Seismic 

Company
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U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee / Offshore Oil & Gas Production Company 

Created new “contingent” turnkey 
decommissioning bid format to reduce 
project costs by over $ 4 MM, to drive 
the expenses below the amount of 
available funding. Advised the Trustee 
through regulatory, technical, and HSE 
related issues. Assembled a 
presentation for the Department of 
Interior, Bureau of Safety and 
Environmental Enforcement, and Bureau 
of Ocean Energy Management to keep 
them informed of the bankruptcy 
progress and forward plans for 
decommissioning all assets.  Provided 
oversight of the field decommissioning 
work through project completion.  

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Engaged by a U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee 
as technical advisor for an offshore oil 
& gas production company Chapter 7 
proceeding. 

Technical 

Advisor 
to the 

Trustee 
for an 

Offshore

Oil & Gas 

Production 

Company 
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Asset Retirement Obligation Study & Audit Response

Performed a complete cost analysis of 
the asset retirement obligation (ARO) 
for a production company in Trinidad 
within three weeks to meet an urgent 
audit deadline.  The analysis included 
offshore, onshore, and midstream 
assets.  The estimates were made 
from a very limited data set of 
photographs, diagrams, maps, and 
tables. The study, analysis and 
conclusions were supported through a 
week-long audit by a Big Four audit 
and accounting firm.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Asset retirement obligation (ARO) for 
an oil & gas production company in 
Trinidad. Cost Analysis 

of

Asset Retirement 

Obligation 

for 

Offshore 

Production 

Company
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APPRAISAL OF MULTI-RIG OFFSHORE DRILLING CONTRACTOR

Appraisal report was accepted by both 
buyer and seller to form the basis of a 
tax allocation of the sales price. The 
appraisal report was relied upon to 
establish financial, tax, and insurance 
values.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

On behalf of an upstream services 
company, prepared expert appraisal 
report related to the sale of a multi-
rig offshore drilling contractor.

Expert Appraisal 

Report 
for 

Multi-Rig 

Offshore 

Drilling 

Contractor
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APPRAISAL OF LARGE NORTH AMERICAN PETROLEUM PIPELINE

Prepared appraisal report and expert 
testimony quantifying the value of one 
of the largest petroleum pipelines in 
North America. The appraisal 
considered the three approaches to 
value and complied with Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice. 

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Appraisal report and expert 
testimony valuing one of the largest 
petroleum pipelines in North 
America.Expert  Appraisal 

and 

Testimony
for 

Pipeline

Company
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APPRAISAL OF OIL FIELD CONSTRUCTION FIRM

Engaged on behalf of an upstream 
services company to prepare expert 
appraisal report related to sale of one 
of the world’s largest oil field 
construction firms.  The appraisal 
considered all three approaches to 
value and complied with Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice. Report was accepted by both 
buyer and seller to form the basis of a 
tax allocation of the sales price. The 
appraisal report was additionally relied 
upon to establish financial, tax, and 
insurance values.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Expert appraisal report related to 
sale of one of the world’s largest oil 
field construction firms.  

Expert  Appraisal 
Of 

Oil Field 

Construction 

Firm
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INVESTIGATION OF COILED TUBING LOSS OFFSHORE

Producer lost 13,500 ft of coiled tubing 
in a high value 15,500 ft high pressure 
offshore well.  It was ultimately 
discovered that an operational error in 
combination with a maintenance error 
and an equipment design flaw had led 
to the loss of the coiled tubing. 
Findings were presented to the 
production company and voluntarily to 
the industry through the SPE ICOTA 
organization to prevent future mishaps 
of a similar nature. 

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

On behalf of producer, investigation 
of coiled tubing lost in high pressure 
offshore well.Investigation

of 

Tubing 

Lost 

In 15,500'

High Pressure 

Offshore Well
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VALUATION OF ASSETS FOR OIL & GAS PRODUCTION COMPANY

Engagement on behalf of a large 
national oil and gas production 
company to prepare expert appraisal  
report and supporting expert testimony 
quantifying the value of the assets for a 
conversion from a C-Corporation to a 
Master Limited Partnership. The 
appraisal considered all three 
approaches to value and complied with 
Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice. Appraisal report 
was accepted by the IRS and all other 
agencies as a basis of a tax allocation 
of the conversion price. 

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Prepared expert appraisal  report 
and expert testimony quantifying the 
value of the assets for a conversion 
from a C-Corporation to a Master 
Limited Partnership.

Expert 

Appraisal 
Of 

Oil & Gas

Assets 
for 

IRS Reporting
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Critique of  Fair Market Valuation - Petroleum Trading

Provided expert testimony regarding 
economic damages resulting from a 
shareholder dispute involving a 
closely held corporation which trades 
in refined petroleum products. Work 
performed involved the critique of a 
business valuation and economic 
damages analysis presented by the 
plaintiff, an assessment of the 
accounting and bookkeeping 
procedures, methods and procedures 
by which shareholders receive 
compensation, and the treatment of 
shareholder equity, shareholder notes 
and working capital on the entity's 
financial statements.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Expert testimony related to valuation 
of a company which trades 
petroleum products. 

Retained as

Expert Witness
for 

Petroleum

Trader
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Engagement 

Summary:

Provided a current and historical 
financial analysis of an 
international contract driller. 
Assessed possible settlement 
structure based on financial 
forecast and possible credit rating 
downgrade.

Engagement 

Description:

Financial Advisory for International Contract Driller

Retained as

Financial 

Advisor
For 

International 

Contract 

Driller.

Analyzed the company's historical 
results, internal corporate forecast 
as well as current and anticipated 
economic conditions to develop 
possible settlement structures 
related to a Gulf of Mexico well 
incident. These settlement 
scenarios were structured to 
ensure that the company would 
remain competitive in the contract 
drilling industry and avoid a loss in 
the company’s investment grade 
credit rating.
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Forensic Accounting Related to Fidelity Bond Claim 

Performed forensic accounting 
procedures and prepared detailed 
critique of an insurance claim related 
to employee fraud in connection with 
a major work over of an offshore oil 
and gas production platform. Work 
included an assessment of the various 
alleged schemes, analysis of the 
insured’s claim methodology, review 
of documents purporting to support 
claim, accounting investigation of 
additional issues and facts, and 
recommendations to insurance 
company regarding findings.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Forensic accounting investigation of 
fidelity bond loss claim related to 
alleged fraud orchestrated by 
contractor responsible for a major 
work over of an offshore oil and gas 
production platform.

Retained as

Expert 

Witness

In

Insurance

Claim of

Offshore 

Production 

Platform
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Retained as 

Expert Witness
for 

E&P

Minority

Shareholder 

Securities Fraud: Breach of  Fiduciary Duty 

Plaintiff alleged fraudulent inducement  
to sell minority ownership position to 
the managing partner at a price below 
fair market value.  Expert testimony 
related to our analysis of valuations 
that formed the basis of purchase offer. 
Work involved financial analysis of 
producing assets, undeveloped 
acreage, and various midstream assets 
at various points in time in rapidly 
changing market conditions.  Also 
conducted review of other relevant 
transactions for comparable assets. 

Engagement 

Summary:

Retained as testifying expert in case 
involving the redemption of minority 
interest in an exploration and 
production company performing 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic 
fracturing operations in north Texas’ 
Barnett Shale. 

Engagement 

Description:
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Work involved consolidating complex 
ownership structure and assessing 
the cash flows, profitability, and 
relative risks and returns provided to 
the transaction participants while 
taking into consideration complex 
financing guarantees, a total return 
swap, and a call option. Provided 
expert testimony in arbitration, multi-
stage litigation, and FERC 
proceedings that included valuation of 
the power purchase agreement, a fair 
market valuation of the plant, solvency 
analysis, and other acquisition and 
disposition options to cure alleged 
breach of contract.

Engagement 

Summary:

Detailed review of flow of funds and 
complex financial structure to 
determine effective control of a power 
plant acquired using an off-balance 
sheet ownership structure.

Engagement 

Description:

Improper Financial Reporting and Breach of  Contract

Retained as

Expert Witness
for 

Electric 

Cooperative 
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Analysis of  Gross Mismanagement Claim of  Electric Utility

Provided expert reports and 
testimony in connection with an 
allegation of gross 
mismanagement of the largest 
integrated gasification combined 
cycle power plant ever to be built. 
Analysis was also performed on 
the change in budgeted line items 
due to the cost implications 
associated with changes in project 
scope, design, and schedule 
throughout the development of the 
new power plant.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Expert testimony services for 
governmental agency representing 
utility ratepayer interests.

Retained as

Expert 

Witness
for

Utility

Regulator
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Breach of  Fiduciary Duty: Midstream Oil and Gas

Retained to perform analysis of 
financial impact suffered by 
shareholders as a result of director’s 
actions.  Presented expert testimony. 
Work involved event study analysis to 
establish materiality and the 
connection between investor losses 
and director’s actions.   Valuation 
work encompassed loss in valuing 
company’s transportation and storage 
assets together with opportunity 
losses suffered as a result of 
director’s actions.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Expert testimony related to 
shareholder dispute and breach of 
fiduciary duty by director of publicly 
held company which resulted in a 
steep decline in the company’s stock 
price, the inability of the company to 
obtain financing, and the forced sale 
of other assets to meet its financial 
obligations.

Retained as

Expert 

Witness
For 

Midstream

Company
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Trade Secret- Offshore Oil & Gas Production 

The trade secret related to technology used
in the plugging and abandonment of
offshore oil and gas wells. The method
uses energetics (explosives) to perforate
tubing and casing to create a void space for
subsequent plugging into the surrounding
formation. The use of energetics resulted
in significant cost savings by eliminating the
need for a drilling rig to perform plugging
and abandonment. Expert report analyzed
the reasonable royalty based on present
value of cost savings over a projected 10-
year period for wells operated by defendant
in the North Sea, North America and Rest
of World.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

On behalf of an upstream services 
company, prepared expert damages 
report quantifying the reasonable royalty 
and unjust enrichment claim in an 
alleged theft of trade secrets matter. Retained as

Expert Witness
for

Upstream

Services

Company
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Valuation and Lost Profits Analysis for an Oil & Gas Producer

The dispute occurred during a period when 
crude oil production in the Permian Basin 
surpassed pipeline takeaway capacity, 
creating significant differentials between 
Midland and destination markets at Cushing 
and the Gulf Coast.  The damage analysis 
included complex calculations of price 
differentials utilizing futures prices in the 
Permian Basin and at multiple Gulf Coast 
product destinations. Analysis also included 
an event study examining the impact on 
producer’s market capitalization as a result 
of the contract cancellation and consequent 
share price decline.   

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

On behalf of an independent oil and gas 
producer in the West Texas Permian Basin, 
prepared expert valuation and damages 
report in connection with a contract dispute 
between a global oil trading and 
transportation company. 

Retained as

Expert 

Witness
for 

Independent

Producer
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Crude-by-Rail Terminal Feasibility Analysis

Prepared feasibility analysis regarding 
utilization of a crude-by-rail 
transloading terminal in south 
Louisiana.  Analyzed existing and 
proposed competing pipeline 
infrastructure to Gulf Coast 
destinations, including potential 
pipeline reversals. Developed model of 
price differentials which would 
economically justify future rail terminal 
activity at the transloading terminal’s 
specific location.  Prepared detailed 
critique of opposing expert’s damage 
methodology and assumptions.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Prepared expert report and testimony 
on behalf of a midstream crude oil 
transportation company in 
connection with a dispute with rail 
services company. 

Retained 

as 

Expert Witness
for

Crude by

Rail

Terminal
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Valuation of  Long-Term Styrene Monomer Supply Agreement

Analysis included a fair market value opinion of a 
limited partnership interest in the entity owning the 
plant and related offtake agreement.  Valuation 
analysis included consideration of the income, 
market, and cost approaches in conformance with 
authoritative valuation standards, and preparation 
of detailed cash flow projections based on global 
market conditions, supply/demand balances, 
operating rates, and the forecasted price of raw 
materials including ethylene and benzene affecting 
the value of styrene monomer.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

On behalf of one of the world’s largest 
petrochemical companies operating a world-scale 
propylene oxide and styrene monomer 
petrochemical manufacturing facility, prepared 
expert valuation report and provided expert 
testimony in connection with a series of disputes 
regarding the value of a limited partnership and 
long-term offtake agreement for 400 million pounds 
per year of styrene monomer. 

Retained as

Expert Witness
for

Petrochemical

Company
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Consignment Sales Agreement-Oil & Gas Steel Pipe Supplier 

Provided expert report and deposition testimony in 
connection with a dispute between a New York-
based steel pipe trader, a Korean manufacture and 
a Houston-based steel pipe supplier to the oil and 
gas industry.  Work included the forensic analysis 
of purchase orders, inventory, shipment documents, 
stock management fees, sale and re-sale invoices, 
and property taxes. The engagement required an 
analysis of the accounting records and the 
consignment agreement between the parties to 
determine whether consignment accounting 
treatment was appropriate.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Expert forensic accounting analysis of steel pipe 
consignment agreement for Korean-made pipe 
marketed to the oil & gas industry.

Retained as

Expert Witness
for

Supplier to 

Oil & Gas

Industry
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Misappropriation of  Trade Secret – Oil Field Services

Prepared expert report in a matter alleging 
misappropriation of customer confidential trade 
secret information of a joint venture operating in the 
oil field service industry. Developed a lost profits 
economic damage analysis in a rapidly declining 
industry environment and assessed the fair value of 
the joint venture absent the alleged 
misappropriation.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Misappropriation of confidential customer 
information and trade secret pursuant to Texas 
Uniform Trade Secrets Act.

Prepared

Fair Value
of 

Oil Field

Services

Joint Venture
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Due Diligence and Fair Market Value – Offshore Engineering

Assisted an American subsidiary of a publicly 
traded Japanese engineering and construction 
company operating in the oil & gas offshore 
industry with the acquisition of a privately held 
engineering company based in Marseille, France. 
Engagement required the determination of the 
target company’s fair market value and assistance 
with the financial due diligence. The analytical work 
included the review of business and accounting 
records of the French target company as well as 
the critique of the fair market value analysis 
prepared by the seller.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Determination of the engineering company’s fair 
market value and assistance with the financial due 
diligence.

Critique 

of the 

Fair Market 

Value 
of 

Oil & Gas

Engineering

Company
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Critique of  Damage Claim in Long-Term Supply Pricing Dispute

One of the world’s largest manufacturers of a 
commodity chemical claimed that a marketing 
consultant’s non-market adjustment to the 
published price index of the commodity triggered 
the requirement for the buyer of the chemical to 
negotiate a new pricing mechanism. Assignment, 
on behalf of the buyer, included a critique of the 
seller’s quantification of its alleged 
damages. Analysis identified errors and 
deficiencies in seller’s damage methodology, which 
purported to compute damages for the remaining 
75 years of the supply agreement.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Reviewed and prepared critique of chemical 
manufacturer’s damage claim related to a pricing 
dispute for 250,000 ton/year supply agreement.

Critique of 

Chemical 

Manufacturer’s 

Damage Claim

Under

Supply 

Agreement
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Crude Refiner’s Lost Profits From Design and Construction Negligence

The refinery, designed to process 268,000 barrels 
per day of heavy high-sulfur crude oil, installed new 
catalyst reactor technology to comply with the 
EPA’s Tier 3 Motor Vehicle Emission and Fuel 
Standards.  The catalyst reactor failed, requiring a 
shutdown of the HDS unit during repairs to the 
reactor.  The refinery claimed breach of contract 
and negligence by the engineering consulting 
company and the manufacturer of tower vessel 
internals.  Assignment included the analysis and 
quantification of refiner’s lost margin from reduced 
processing rates, repair costs including external 
and internal material and labor, catalyst 
replacement cost, and the cost of additional 
required EPA sulfur credits.

Engagement 

Summary:

Engagement 

Description:

Analysis and quantification of damages resulting 
from improper design and construction of catalyst 
reactor in a crude oil refiner’s hydrodesulfurization 
(“HDS”) process.

Expert Report

Analyzing

Refiner’s Lost 

Profits

Resulting From 

Failed Catalyst 

Reactor 

In Refiner’s 

HDS Unit
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Contact Information

Scott A. Bayley

President and 

Senior Managing Director

Main:   713.800.2550

Mobile: 713.417.4620

sbayley@accumyn.com

2925 Richmond Avenue

Suite 1200

Houston, Texas 77098
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à-kyә-mәn:  Our name is derived from the Latin word 

for ‘sharpness, point’.  The modern definition is 

synonymous with discernment and describes a 

quickness, accuracy, and keenness of judgment or 

insight, especially in practical matters. 

n.  Quickness, accuracy, and keenness of judgment or 

insight.

About Our Name



2925 Richmond Ave. Suite 1200

Houston, Texas  77098

713-800-2550 
www.accumyn.com

http://www.accumyn.com/
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